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DRESSING UP

ON THE
RISE

Wedding Cakes
Spring is coming up fast, and that means one thing for bakers: wedding cakes.
Consider these fantastic wedding cake creations to stay inspired and on-trend in 2020.

FEEL THE REAL

Textures are everywhere. Whether it’s fondant rolled
to look like tree bark or chocolate sprayed to
resemble velvet, wedding cakes have branched out
from glossy surfaces to natural-looking textures.

WHAT’S YOUR ANGLE?

Geometric shapes are taking the cake—rolled into the
fondant or even painted on the cake with bold colors.

AU NATUREL

Authentic foliage grows beyond the typical eucalyptus and baby’s breath, traversing
into robust greens. These bring rustic-feeling wedding cakes into a new era and
often include fresh fruit garnish. Cakes split down the center showcasing flowers in
the middle are in demand right now.

METAL
DETECTORS

From bronze and rose gold to the
classic gold and silver, metallics
have found their way to wedding
cakes through painted swooshes,
trim, drips and even beadwork.

WITH A
FLOURISH

Hand-painted cakes using
icing in the style of the French
impressionists appear more
and more as brushstroke
cakes or floral murals.

ROLLING THUNDER
To learn
mo
how to st re about
ay ahead
the trend
of
s in 2
DawnFo 020, visit
ods.com
/
Insights

3333 Sargent Road
Jackson, MI 49201

Donuts show no sign of slowing down as the cake or as garnish:
donut walls, donuts stacked like cakes, donuts strewn about a table.

To continue reading about wedding cakes and more,
visit DawnFoods.com/Insights

TRENDSPOTTING

Eclair Flair

IN
THE MIX

A resurgence of interest in classic French patisserie is sparking
Americans’ interest in eclairs.

INNOVATION STATION

Ready to
Make a Splash?
Blue is on the horizon! Pantone’s spring and summer 2020 color predictions are
about cool tones reminiscent of the ocean. Catch a wave on these color predictions,
and try one of the following recipes that is sure to impress!
OMBRE DONUTS
Put white glaze in a few bowls and mix in
increasing amounts of blue food coloring to
create various shades of blue. Decorate your
donuts starting with the lightest shade on
top, working your way down to the darkest
shade of blue. If you like, add decorations
before the glaze dries. Bonus: Ombre donuts
look great on social media!

TURQUOISE MACARONS WITH
CHOCOLATE GANACHE
Add two drops of turquoise gel food coloring
to your macaron mixture before folding in the
egg whites. Pipe, bake and cool completely.
Place chocolate chips in a bowl and set
aside. Bring heavy cream to a boil, pour over
chocolate chips and whisk until combined.
After 1 hour, pipe ganache into cookies and
sandwich together.

Food historians speculate that eclairs originated in France near the turn of
the 19th century. It is widely believed they were invented by Marie-Antoine
Carême, a pastry chef for French royalty. The first known recipe for this pastry
appeared in “The Boston Cooking-School Cook Book“ in 1884.

PURPLE SWEET
POTATO CAKE WITH
MARSHMALLOW CREAM
CHEESE FROSTING
Combine dry cake ingredients
and set aside. Add 1 cup cooked,
mashed purple sweet potato to
the wet ingredients. For a more
vibrant cake, add a few drops of
purple food coloring. Combine
wet and dry ingredients, pour into
prepared cake pans and bake.
Mix cream cheese, butter and
marshmallow fluff. Frost when
cake is completely cooled.

Try savory
flavo
fish with rs, like smoked
for a Bliss cream cheese,
twist. Mo fully Indulgent
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DawnFo e recipe at
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Recipes m/

When considering ideas for eclairs on your own menu, think about both the
look and taste. Bright colors, either from fruit or food coloring, will entice
customers to purchase and share the treat on social media. Customers also
are drawn to both mini- and giant-sized items. Imagine their delight when
they see a giant chocolate eclair on display!
Need inspiration? Start with what’s in season. For example, pears are popular
from late summer through winter, making them perfect for colder months.
In late spring and summer, use fresh berries like strawberries, blueberries
and raspberries. You can even use exotic berries such as salmonberries,
marionberries, elderberries and more!

BEST PRACTICE

3 WAYS TO
ENTICE CUSTOMERS
WITH YOUR
E-NEWSLETTER
take
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Keep up contact with
entertaining, lively email
communications.
As a bakery owner, you’re busy from sunup to sundown. But in
the midst of all the activity, it’s important to maintain contact
with your customers even when they’re not inside your shop.
One of the easiest ways to communicate with customers is
through an email newsletter. This digital marketing tactic is
both effective and time efficient if executed correctly. When
crafting an email newsletter, consider these three aspects:
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CONSISTENT BRANDING
Your digital marketing presence
should be an extension of what
customers experience at your bakery.
Extend the branding from your store to
your website and email newsletter for
a cohesive feel. Use the same colors,
fonts and graphics that customers
see when they step inside your
establishment.

CATCHY
SUBJECT LINES
Your customers receive
countless emails daily, so how
do you ensure yours stands
out? Write enticing subject
lines that make customers
want to click. Do you have a
special offer? An email-only
exclusive? A new product?
Put these announcements at
the beginning of the subject
line to pack the most punch.

MAKE IT FUN
Email newsletters don’t have
to be boring. Break up your
newsletter into short sections
to make it easier and quicker
to read. Include fun photos
and GIFs along with interesting
stories. Consider featuring a
regular customer with a short
Q&A or even a recipe that
customers can try at home.

Photos: Conway Photography (right, left),
iStock (above); Sources: Brit+Co, Cooking
LSL, Yummy Medley
DawnFoods.com
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2020 TRENDS

Trends

ROLLING
WITH THE

Keep your business
running well by
incorporating changing
consumer demands into
your bakery business.
This hand-held bubble
waffle cone is a source of
#Eatertainment with
bright crepes, cotton candy
and other colorful treats.
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2020 TRENDS

Just for Me

I

n the swirl of
tasks a bakery
owner faces
daily, staying
abreast of
consumer trends is
one that can make
a direct impact
on elevating your
business.
In 2019, the Dawn Foods Market Research and
Insights team invested in helping you deliver
what consumers seek with a study on the eight
consumer trends bakers should know. This study
is designed to inspire Dawn’s customers to set
new goals, dream up new products and keep up
with consumer demand in the baking industry.
The Dawn team pored over data, visited
bakeries of all sizes and observed consumer
behavior worldwide to get its finger on the
pulse of “what’s new.” Based on this research—
and analysis of more than 100 data sources and
more than 75 global marketplace products and
services—the Dawn team revitalized its eight
trends to help bakers capitalize on consumers’
evolving needs.
In September, the refreshed trends were
introduced at the International Baking Industry Exposition (IBIE) to excitement and
anticipation.
Take a closer look at these updated trends to
get inspired, stay in the know and set up your
bakery for success.
10
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The Trend: Consumers are fatigued with
mass-produced products where they feel nameless. But businesses can use technology to forge
authentic relationships by treating interactions as
the channel for building close, personal connections. As artificial intelligence seeps into everyday lives, consumers expect the companies they
patronize to “know them.”
The Tip: Nurture existing relationships and
build new ones that demand loyalty by getting
smart with technology and creating an experience
that shapes personal relationships with customers.

Transparency 360

Give customers
an individualized
snack with these
Personal Puff
Pastry Tarts
topped with
bacon, eggs
and fruit.

Luxuriate with a
Ruby Brownie
Entremet
featuring lush
Barry Callebaut
Ruby Couverture
discs and cherries.

Blissful Indulgence
The Trend: To pause their stressful lives and
boost their moods, consumers yearn for a fleeting escape to the bliss of a decadent treat. And
they expect this sumptuous reward tucked into
eye-catching packages that remind them they
deserve pampering.
The Tip: Consumers want to make every bite
and sip count, so consider creating luxurious
treats bursting with premium ingredients that
wow their taste buds.

#Eatertainment
The Trend: Food plays the universal denominator of visual experiences, with people worldwide transforming eating into a more immersive
experience we dubbed “eatertainment.” From
ambience and decor to food and special events,
consumers want a dining destination beyond
today’s special.
The Tip: Chefs, bakers and restaurants can
continually create new culinary sensory encounters through experiential demonstrations, exciting
new pairings and on-demand customization that
transform consumers’ dining experience.

The Trend: To feel better about products they
purchase, consumers want to buy local and choose
brands sharing their beliefs and values. Consumers
seek transparency from the companies they patronize, expecting honesty and integrity.
The Tip: Bakeries may benefit from adopting
a holistic approach to their business, aligning their
values with sustainable practices and business stewardship so consumers feel good about buying from them.

Spark a lasting
connection
with your
customers with
an experience like
Hummingbird
Cake and its
pineapples,
bananas and
pecans.

25/7
The Trend: People seek to adapt to the daily hustle,
tapping into technology for quicker ordering and
food delivery. They shift eating patterns by grazing
throughout the day and shave time off food prep
with meal-kit delivery services and new gadgets
and concepts.
The Tip: Bakeries can simplify their customers’
lives—and save them time—by dishing up great
culinary experiences anywhere, anytime, without
compromising food quality. For tips on competing
with online-only bakery services, visit
DawnFoods.com/Insights.

Enlightened Eating
The Trend: Today’s hyperinformed consumers
demand food with benefits—healthier options
fueling their bodies and pleasing their palates.
They opt for products with added nutrients
such as fruits, veggies and ancient grains—and
without allergens, animal products and artificial
ingredients.
The Tip: Replace undesirable ingredients with
healthier alternatives and incorporate good-foryou options to transform traditional products into
offerings that also power the body.

My Food ID

Mashup Adventure

The Trend: Consumers’ identity intertwines with
the food and backstory of their favorite bakery.
When they connect with a bakery, they’ll make an
outward expression of personal identity by sharing the bakery’s social media posts or buying a
T-shirt with its logo.
The Tip: Bakeries can tap into what makes
their business unique and provide products and
services that offer memorable and shareable
consumer experiences.

The Trend: To bust out of daily routines, people
yearn for new experiences, and food offers an
easy, low-risk path. Inspired by global influences, bakeries can push boundaries with sensory
experiences mingling new flavors and aromas for
surprising twists.
The Tip: Quench consumers’ thirst for out-ofthe-box experiences with a fusion of food
textures, forms and flavors offering a fresh take on
the traditional.
DawnFoods.com
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SUCCESSIONS
How smart planning now
can secure the future of your
bakery business.
By Kate Rockwood
12
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When Sigmund, Max and Sol Jucker opened
Three Brothers Bakery in 1949, they wanted
to build something together that would sustain
their families. Fast-forward 70 years, and the
Houston-based bakery is still going strong, with
three regional locations and a robust mail-order
business. But while the Juckers were expert bakers
(the challah bread cake recipe they used to open the
shop is unchanged today), one thing they hadn’t yet
planned for was crafting a post-retirement plan for
the bakery.
“The three brothers had no succession plan, and
it was left to the next generation to figure it out,” says
Janice Jucker, whose husband, Bobby (Sigmund’s
eldest son), took over the bakery in 2000. As the
current owners, they don’t want to make the same
mistake, so though they’re decades from retirement,
they already have a succession plan in mind: “We
don’t have any children that are interested in taking
over the business, so we’re trying to grow the bakery
so we can eventually sell it.”

Think Long Term

iStock

Successful

Nearly 80 percent of small business owners plan
to leave their business in 10 years or less, according
to a Business Enterprise Institute survey. Yet only 17
percent have created a written exit strategy.
Creating a succession plan also serves to
preserve the legacy of what you’ve built. In Los
Angeles, couple Fung Chow and Waihing Chan
opened Phoenix Bakery in 1938. They were soon
joined by Fung’s brother, Lun, whose now-famous
strawberry cake—two layers of sponge filled with a
massive amount of strawberries and coated in sweet
cream frosting—transformed the small space into a
Chinatown institution. Mapping out a plan to transfer the business to the next generation was a way
to keep the bakery—and its traditions—alive, says
Ken Chan, Fung and Waihing’s son and one of the
current owners, who’s currently in his 60s.
“Nobody lives forever, and nobody can work
forever, so it’s time to start thinking again of the
future,” Chan says. “The third generation is slowly
coming on board and taking an interest in the
bakery,” mainly through activities such as social
media marketing and website maintenance, areas
where they already have skill and interest. Over the
next few years, the sons and daughters of the current
owners will eventually assume ownership of the
family bakery.
But no matter which strategy makes the most
sense for your bakery, there are certain steps you can
take to ensure a smoother succession. Here’s how:

Don’t wait until you’re planning your retirement party to map out a succession plan. This is a
process best started years in advance, says Dyanne
Ross-Hanson, CEO of consulting firm Exit Planning
Strategies in Woodbury, Minnesota. “The more time
a bakery owner has to plan, the more successful the
exit tends to be.”
When courting an outside buyer, it can take at
least one to three years to get the business in its best
sellable shape. Preparation involves documenting
operational processes (such as detailing seasonal
recipes and writing manuals on how to recruit and
train new bakery staff), paying down existing debts,
updating facilities and diversifying the bakery’s
customer base.
Getting down on paper exact roles and responsibilities is especially important when the current
owners are managing employees who have worked
there for years—or even decades, Ross-Hanson
adds. Having the right documentation in place will

NOBODY LIVES
FOREVER, AND
NOBODY CAN WORK
FOREVER, SO IT’S
TIME TO START
THINKING AGAIN
OF THE FUTURE.
— Ken Chan, co-owner, Phoenix Bakery

help with the transition (and signal to potential
buyers that you’ve thought through potential speed
bumps), whether or not those long-time employees
decide to stick around.
Keeping a business in the family tends to be
a more common and logical form of succession
planning for bakery owners. Ross-Hanson recommends a longer runway, at least five years, for internal transitions. Although the financial and legal side
of gifting or selling the business might be relatively
straightforward, it can take that long to allow the
successor to hone one’s bakery and business skills
and to adjust to the demands of running a business.

Know the Dollars and Cents
Putting a price tag on the bakery is a feat made
harder by the emotions involved. That’s one reason
that leaning on an outside expert—such as an
accountant—can be worth the time and expense.
“As a general rule of thumb, many businesses are
valued as a multiple of free cash flow,” Ross-Hanson
says. But there are alternate methods, such as “book
value,” which is simply all of the bakery’s assets
(equipment, property, etc.) minus all of its liabilities (outstanding loans, accounts payable, etc.).
Strengthening the bakery’s finances is a straightforward way to ultimately increase its valuation.

Ingredients for a
Strong Succession
Opened in 1983, Sweetwater’s Donut Mill has
been in the Garner family ever since. Greg
took over running the three bakeries, in and
around Kalamazoo, Michigan, after his father,
John, died in 2014. Here’s what he thinks a
bakery owner needs for a strong succession:
Next-gen love: He’s made it clear to his two
kids that they should step in to run the bakeries
only if they have a passion for both business
and donuts. “We would love for Sweetwater’s
to be multigenerational, but if their hearts are
not in it, we can’t force that.” Still, making
that final decision is one that he thinks is best
delayed until the kids have a chance to really
get their hands dirty in the business.
Complementary skills: How do you divvy up
how multiple kids will run a business? It helps
to think of what each person will bring to the
table, Garner says. “My son has more of a brain
for tech and accounting, and my daughter
is more creative,” he says. “I could see their
unique talents working side by side really well,
and so we’ll train for that now so we can ease
into it as opposed to letting them scramble.”
Strong brand: Part of what made
Sweetwater’s first transition so smooth is that
Garner and his wife doubled down on what
already worked: “When I took over, I thought,
‘I’m not going to make this any less than it was.
I’m not going to change ingredients or cut
corners.’” And though the donut menu does
flirt with more seasonal and trendy flavors
(think curry, matcha and herbs), the regional
chain’s bestsellers continue to be classics.

Train for the Transition
Expecting a new owner to take over bakery operations without a lengthy handoff can set up the new
owner and the business for failure. In fact, one of the
big risks of succession planning is rushing through
the transition period, Ross-Hanson says. In extreme
cases, you’ll find original owners having to either
take back the bakery or watch it close due to poor
leadership.
“There’s a retained culture and retained legacy
that comes with keeping the bakery in the family,”
Ross-Hanson says. But no matter which style of
succession a bakery owner chooses, creating a plan
for it can ensure the business keeps its doors open
long after the original owner has left.
DawnFoods.com
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5 STEPS
TO ...

Hang Small
Gadgets on
Hooks
Consider hanging
measuring spoons,
spatulas, whisks and
tongs on hooks where
you can clearly see them.
“Installing a pegboard
would allow numerous
types of utensils to be
easily displayed and
at hand,” says Sara
Campana, owner of 1
Touch Organizing in
Appleton, Wisconsin.

ORGANIZING
YOUR KITCHEN IN
THE NEW YEAR

‘Less is more’ kicks off these tips
on streamlining baking space.
When the new year rolls around, getting organized is
always a good idea in theory. But with the holidays
wrapping up and spring just around the corner, finding the
time and knowing where to start can be overwhelming.
“The biggest challenge in kitchens is having too many
items and not being able to see what is there,” says
Teresa Taylor, founder of A Taylored Space in Baton Rouge,
Louisiana. Luckily, organizing your bakery kitchen can be
accomplished in a few easy steps.

Use Shelves
Instead of
Cabinets

Set Up
Designated
Stations

Locating the baking sheets and
cooling racks you need is much
easier when they’re not closed
off in cabinets. “We like to
keep things flat, but sometimes
standing them up helps to see
where they are and how many
are available,” Taylor says. Shelves
also are ideal for storing dry
ingredients, such as flour, sugar,
salt and baking powder.

Consider setting up a
measuring and mixing
station with all the supplies
you need for baking.
Then, set up a cooling and
decorating station with the
tools you need to prepare
items for display.

Organize the
Refrigerator
“When putting perishable items
in the fridge, make sure to
always have older items toward
the front and newer items in
the back,” Campana says. “As
you restock your fridge, consider
writing the expiration date of
items largely on the packaging
with a marker so it is obvious
when an item is near expiration.”

CONGRATULATIONS

DOOHER’S
BAKERY
Campbellford,
Ontario

Choose
Stackable
Containers
Whether you’re using
containers for bulk dry
items or refrigerated
ingredients, you’ll be a
lot more organized if
they are similar in size
for stacking. Stacking
uses the often-wasted
vertical space on
shelves and racks.

Canada has spoken
and you are hereby declared the

SWEETEST BAKERY IN canada 2019!
Victories don’t get much sweeter!

To see the full list of national and state winners, visit sweetestbakeryincanada.com.
Sponsored by Dawn Foods. Until next year, stay sweet!

©2019 Dawn Food Products,Inc.
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INGREDIENTS
FOR SUCCESS

BAKERY BLOOM
Spring is on the horizon. Lift your
customers’ spirits by introducing
flowers into your creations.
SEASONAL DELIGHT
Fruit Tarts: Fill tart shells with custard filling. Decorate
with fresh fruit of your choice. Finish with apricot glaze.
Top with fresh flowers.

SUCCULENT BLOSSOMS
Flowerpot Cupcakes: Mix cake according to
instructions. Into the terra-cotta molds, use a #6 grey
scoop to deposit 3 ounces batter into each cavity. Bake
at 350 F until cupcakes spring back lightly when touched.
Decorate with buttercreme flowers and leaves.

For the fu
ll rec
DawnFo ipes, visit
ods.co
Recipes m/

Violet Donut Bouquet: Prepare donut mix according
to instructions. Fry and let cool completely. Create violet
icing and pink icing by mixing each food coloring with
flat white icing. Dip half the donuts in violet icing and
half in pink icing. Finish with sprinkles.

Conway Photography

EDIBLE ARRANGEMENT

